Dear ,
I am really desperately begging you to speak up publicly for my case. My final desperate appeal to
you is here:
https://youtu.be/UHC-uh21NyI
A number of scientists went public this year. For example, the ex-NSA contractor Bryan Tew blew
the whistle in April revealing the horrific mind-invading crimes we victims are used for. A very
detailed interview describing everything I have experienced is here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIy-QctVPNI&feature=youtu.be
This is extremely topical because what I am suffering from now (and this was pantomimed to me
jeeringly just before my 3rd High Court hearing) is essentially a crime against humanity: the
systematic mapping of my brain against my will. And its systematic degradation. This is done with
extremely intense microwave beams that are shone on my head. It is excruciating and it is crippling
my life.
For the past 11 months, I didn't have a single hour where my body hasn't been interfered with
artificially. The shift service that Bryan Tew describes in the interview I certainly noticed as at 8pm
the abuse would suddenly ramp up in intensity. I cannot convey to you the helplessness one feels
when this is done to one.
Please remember that it is not me who is doing this. I feel that my character and what I stand for is
being smeared by the psychopathology of these degenerates. I feel degraded just having to describes
what these insane people are doing to me because then everyone looks at me and thinks that I have
dreamt this up (the fundamental attribution error in psychology). It has nothing to do with me. I just
want to live my life like everyone else.
Please, I am begging you, write a letter on my behalf to any or all of these four men who can stop
the crimes against me:
1. Boris Johnson (in charge of supervising MI6),
The Foreign Secretary,
Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
King Charles Street,
London SW1A 2AH,
England
fcocorrespondence@fco.gov.uk
2. Dr Otto Lampe (in charge of helping German citizens),
German Ambassador to Switzerland,
Embassy of Germany,
Willadingweg 83,
3006 Bern,
Switzerland,
contact form: https://bern.diplo.de/Vertretung/bern/de/Kontakt.html
3. Alex Younger,
Head of SIS (Secret Intelligence Service, a.k.a. MI6),
PO Box 1300,

London SE1 1BD,
England
4. Dr Bruno Kahl (Head of the BND, German Federal Intelligence),
Bundesnachrichtendienst,
Gardeschützenweg 71-101,
12203 Berlin,
Germany,
zentrale@bundesnachrichtendienst.de
Up to this day, not a single victim exists who has survived or escaped out of these death camp
experiments. When the intelligence agencies blacklist one, it is for life. That is why I so desperately
need you help!
Also, I am desperately looking for a lawyer. If you could ask the lawyers you know, if any were
willing to help me or if they know anyone in their chambers then I would be extremely grateful.
It is extremely urgent as my health is steadily degrading, my neurological integrity is
programmatically diminished, my marriage is being systematically destroyed and my income
opportunities have already been obliterated for the past year. The goal of this is Total-Zersetzung.
Please, I beg you to help me. Physically, I cannot take it anymore.
Best wishes,
Katherine

